SUMMER SCHOOL

3rd Edition

TO MidEast

TOMidEast
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY
OF THE MIDDLE EAST:
RESOURCES, STRATEGIES
AND POLITICS

WHEN

June 27th/July 1st 2016

WHAT

Structured in one week of lectures,
it is the first Summer School in Italy and Europe
specifically focused on Middle East politics

WHO

GILBERT ACHCAR (SOAS, London)
FRANCESCO CAVATORTA (Laval University)
ROSITA DI PERI (University of Turin)
ADAM HANIEH (SOAS, London)
RAYMOND HINNEBUSCH (University of St. Andrews)
ALESSANDRA MEZZADRI (SOAS, London)
BASSEL SALLOUKH (Lebanese American University, Beirut)
HENRY TIDY (Friends of the Earth International)
MERIEME YAFOUT (University of Turin)

WHERE

Department of Culture, Politics
and Society of the University of Turin, Italy

WHY

In respose to the growing interest in the
Middle East, the third edition of the Summer School
will focus on the political economy of the region
and its transformation. The challenging and highly
intensive programme will provide the students with
the tools to understand and explain the profound
changes that have occurred and are occurring across
the region. The Summer School favors a political
science approach offering interpretations that are
useful to better comprehend the main critical issues
at the regional level and, at the same time, to pay
attention to the on-going dynamics in some of the
countries where the Arab uprisings were generated

UNIVERSITÀ
DI TORINO
DIPARTIMENTO

media partners:

The working language is English and participation is
open to students and professionals willing to critically
explore the complex facets of the political dynamics
of the Middle Eastern region.
The detailed program is available online
Students who do not live in the Torino area may apply
for one of the 10 FREETORINO scholarships covering
lodging expenses for the duration of the School
The School will accept applications
from March 7th to May 24th 2016
For questions and information please visit our website or write to
middleeast.to@gmail.com
www.to-asia.it/to-mideast/
www.facebook.com/ToMideast

